
Motion 1: SISTERHOOD 

JB: ‘sisterhood’ somerville is somerville run, will happen at the variety club, inspired by all women* 
event at Glastonbury. To tackle dominant male industry.
money is given to charities which help women, for example the distribution of sanitary products
‘Cuntryliving’ putting on an event in cellar - bloody mary somerville cocktail 
asking for £250 for half of venue hire

*the motion passes*

Motion 2: Give the Entz team £1000

MI: we can tell you nothing because it will ruin the surprise
MA: this seems ridiculous 
MI: we normally make £1400 back to the JCR
JD: how will we guarantee that the money will be made back?
MA: you’re asking for us to triple the budget effectively. Also there will be a lower turnout as it is 
trinity term - why do you need more money now?
MI: we’re putting more money in in order to make it better 
EK: we would be paying for experience 
JS: you have 500, asking for 1000 more, you’ll then have 1500, you’ll spend 1500 on the bop, and 
then make 1500 back 
MA: you only need to provide cheap drinks, you don’t need these extra expenses 
IH: we have £30,000 in the reserves, it’s people’s last bop, maybe we should go the extra mile 
EF: do you want to spend money on the only thing that makes the JCR happy, that’s all you need 
to ask 
FK: we will probably make the money back and it will be a great night 

35 for the motion vs 2 in opposition vs 3 in abstention 

Motion 3: free alcohol for somervillians at rugby cuppers

Dan: buy from wholesales in order for our supporters to not have to buy their own alcohol 
EK: what alcohol will be there 
Dan: should be a variety for everyone 
JS: how many people will be satisfied for £100?
AH: around 100 beverages
SC: why did you only ask for £100?
Dan: I now propose £200
IH: there is constitutional funding for sports day
AH: plan would be to buy it off the club and then have a somerville stand for everyone to help 
themselves 

34 for the motion, 5 in abstention 


